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Background: The detection rate of multiple pulmonary nodules in computed tomography (CT) screening 
has increased significantly in recent years. In cases with multiple nodules within the same lung lobe or 
segment, it is often difficult for thoracic surgeons and pathologists to accurately locate all lesions in the 
surgically resected specimens. Therefore, the objective of our study was to use three-dimensional (3D) 
reconstruction in conjunction with 3D printing as an auxiliary method for localizing multiple small nodules 
in specimens after surgery and to evaluate its effectiveness.
Methods: A single-center prospective cohort study was conducted between September 2019 and September 
2020 at the National Cancer Center (Beijing, China). In total, 43 surgical candidates with multiple nodules 
were recruited to undergo lobectomy or segmentectomy and 40 patients were ultimately enrolled in this 
study. With the assistance of 3D reconstruction/printing models, the obtained specimens were marked and 
then identified by a pathologist. The primary outcome was the success rate of nodule localization in the 
resected specimens, and the secondary outcome was the agreement rate between the pathological results of 
the samples and CT images.
Results: In the 40 patients enrolled, 126 nodules were detected by preoperative imaging, of which 124 
nodules (positive rate: 98.4%) were successfully located in the resected specimens using 3D reconstruction/
printing. For the 124 nodules, the agreement rate of the pathological results of samples and CT images with 
the assistance of 3D reconstruction/printing models was 100.0%. 
Conclusions: The results show that 3D reconstruction/printing models allow for the rapid and accurate 
localization of nodules in resected specimens. Also, the pathological results of lesions show good agreement 
with the results of preoperative CT imaging, which is of great significance for further study into the 
clinicopathological characteristics and radiomics of multiple pulmonary nodules.
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Introduction

Since the mid-20th century, evidence supporting the 
substantial contribution of lung cancer screening to the 
detection and treatment of precursor lesions has been 
accumulating (1,2). With the improvement in awareness 
of cancer prevention and the clinical application of high-
resolution computed tomography (CT), the number of 
patients diagnosed with multiple pulmonary nodules has 
gradually increased (3-5). In most cases, the lesions of these 
patients show as pure ground-glass nodules (pGGNs) or 
mixed ground-glass nodules (mGGNs) on CT images. For 
most patients with multiple nodules, surgery constitutes 
an effective radical treatment, and wedge resection, 
anatomical segmentectomy or lobectomy should be selected 
according to the particular case. Besides, surgical specimens 
can provide more detailed pathological and genetic 
characterization for follow-up treatment and monitoring of 
multiple primary lung cancers (6,7).

The reliability of sampling tissue specimens with 
multiple nodules depends on the precise location of 
each nodule. The ability of the pathologist to accurately 
determine the size and type of different nodules under the 
microscope can assist in clarifying the nature of multiple 
lesions, which is of guiding significance for tumor staging 
(multiple primary or intrapulmonary metastasis). Moreover, 
the level of agreement between the pathological report and 
preoperative CT imaging results can be helpful in assessing 
the accuracy of preoperative imaging diagnosis and 
informing further research on multiple pulmonary nodules.

However, in practice, it is challenging for pathologists 
to locate all nodules in specimens owing to a lack of 
understanding of preoperative CT images. Moreover, due 
to a lack of accurate description of the location of individual 
nodules, pathological reports for multiple nodules often fail 
to correspond with the findings of preoperative imaging. 
Therefore, it is urgent to find a method that will not only 
assist surgeons and pathologists to localize all nodules in 
resected specimens, but will also help researchers to obtain 
good agreement between pathological and imaging features 
in future studies (7). 

Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction and 3D printing 
models can provide cross-reference to guide surgeons and 
pathologists in locating multiple lesions in tissue specimens. 

We conducted a prospective cohort study to explore the 
performance of using 3D reconstruction/printing to locate 
synchronous multiple pulmonary nodules in resected 
specimens. This method may provide a novel perspective on 
the application of 3D reconstruction/3D printing models in 
pathology.

We present the following article in accordance with the 
STROBE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/tlcr-21-202).

Methods

Study design

This study was conducted between September 2019 and 
September 2020 at the National Cancer Center (Beijing, 
China). The present study was designed to assess the 
value of using 3D reconstruction/printing in locating 
synchronous multiple pulmonary nodules in resected 
specimens. The study protocol is set out in Appendix 1. 
The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki (as 
revised in 2013) and was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the Cancer Hospital at the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences (approval no. 20/130-2326).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Patients with synchronous multiple pulmonary nodules 
who were scheduled for anatomical segmentectomy or 
lobectomy were assessed by a trained researcher (Y Ji) to 
evaluate their eligibility for inclusion. The 2 main inclusion 
criteria were: largest diameter of the main lesion on the 
lung window ≤20 mm; and 2 or more lesions present in the 
same lobe or segment. The 2 primary exclusion criteria 
were: multiple lesions suspected to be metastatic tumors by 
preoperative evaluation; and conversion to wedge resection 
during the operation. The detailed inclusion and exclusion 
criteria are described in Appendix 1. Informed consent was 
taken from all the patients.

Primary outcome and secondary outcome

The primary outcome was the success rate of nodule 
localization in the resected specimens, and the secondary 
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outcome was the agreement rate between the pathological 
results of the samples and CT images.

The total number of nodules was defined as the number 
of nodules planned to be resected based on preoperative 
CT scan. The nodules were located with the auxiliary of 
personalized 3D reconstruction imaging after surgical 
resection of the specimens. After all nodules were identified 
on the surgical specimens, and the corresponding areas 
were marked with 4.0 silk suture. The procedural duration 
was calculated as the time between specimens were resected 

and all nodules were labeled. Then, the labeled surgical 
specimens and the 3D printed models were sent to the 
Department of Pathology for sampling. The success rate of 
nodule localization was calculated as the ratio of the number 
of nodules actually localized to the total number of nodules 
based on preoperative imaging.

For example, Figure 1 shows the CT images of a 66-year-
old man with 7 nodules in the right upper lobe. The 3D 
reconstruction/printing image and surgical specimen of this 
case are shown in Figure 2. The pathologist diagnosed each 

Figure 1 The CT scans of a patient with seven nodules (shown via yellow arrows) in right upper lobe who underwent lobectomy (A-G). 
Nodule #1 (A), #2 (B), #4 (D), #6 (F) and #7(G) show as pGGN; Nodule #5 (E) shows as PSN; Nodule #3 (C) shows as pure solid nodule.
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nodule according to the serial number (Figure 3).

Preoperative 3D image construction and 3D model 
printing

The preoperative CT data of each patient enrolled in our 
study were obtained from the imaging workstation in our 
institution. The assessment of lesion composition was 
performed by an experienced radiologist (L Qi). The digital 
imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) data 
of thin-slice (0.625–1.25 mm) CT images were imported 
into Mimics Software for 3D reconstruction. In all 40 
cases, the 3D models were printed after processing of the 
reconstruction images in the ‘stereolithographic (stl)’ format 
with 3-matic Software. All models were fabricated by ProJet 
MJP 3600 (3d systems, USA) with VisiJet Proplast. Stereo 
lithography Appearance (SLA) technology was used to 
complete entity printing.

Pathologic diagnosis

The pathologic diagnosis of lung cancer was based on the 
2015 World Health Organization (WHO) classification 
for lung cancer, and the staging standard was based on the 
8th editions of the International Union Against Cancer 
and American Joint Committee on Cancer (UICC/AJCC) 
TNM staging system for non-small cell lung cancer (8,9). 
All histologic preparations and analyses were performed by 
2 senior pathologists majoring in lung cancer (L Yang and 
X Wang). In case of disagreement, mutual consensus was 
reached after discussion with other pathologists.

Statistical analysis

Normally distributed continuous variables are presented as 
mean ± standard deviation (SD), and continuous variables 
that were not normally distributed are presented as median 
and interquartile range (25th, 75th percentile). Normality 
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Figure 2 Matching personalized 3D reconstruction/3D printing model of the patient (which were shown in Figure 1) with the surgical 
specimen. (A,B,C) the frontal view of specimen and 3D reconstruction model; (D,E,F) the frontal view of specimen and 3D reconstruction 
model; (G) the personalized 3D printing model of the patient.
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Figure 3 Pathological diagnosis of 7 nodules shown in Figure 1 (HE staining). A-G corresponds to nodule #1-#7, respectively. (A) 
Adenocarcinoma in situ; (B) adenocarcinoma in situ; (C) necrotic nodule; (D) adenocarcinoma in situ; (E) invasive adenocarcinoma; (F) 
microinvasive adenocarcinoma; (G) microinvasive adenocarcinoma.

was assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test and normal 
probability plot. Categorical variables are presented as 
frequency (percentage). 

Results

In total, 43 patients with multiple pulmonary nodules 
treated in our hospital between September 1, 2019 and 
September 30, 2020 were eligible for inclusion in this study. 
Of them, 40 patients underwent lobectomy or anatomical 
segmentectomy were finally enrolled for analysis. A 
flowchart of participant enrollment is shown in Figure 4. 

Patients characteristics

The 40 study participants included 9 male and 31 females, 
who had an average age of 53.5 (±8.5) years old. The 40 
patients had a total of 126 nodules detected on CT, and 
the average lesion diameter was 9.8±4.2 mm. There were 
98 (77.8%) pGGNs, 18 (14.3%) partial solid nodules 
(PSNs), and 10 (7.9%) pure solid nodules. The percentage 
of pGGNs is 70.4 (19/27) in male, while 79.8 (79/99) in 
female. For each patient, 1 or more lesions were not visible 
or could not be palpated on the surface of the surgically 
resected specimens. The median distance from the surface 
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of the visceral pleura to the nodule was 8.2 mm (interquartile 
range, 25–75%, 4.8–11 mm) (Table 1). More details of each 
patient are shown in Table S1.

Characteristics of nodule localization

Of all 126 nodules of the 40 participants, 124 were 
successfully localized using the 3D reconstruction/printing 
models without sustaining damage. Thus, the success rate 
of nodule localization in the resected specimens was 98.4% 
(124/126). For the 124 successfully located nodules, the 
agreement rate of samples with CT images was 100% with 
the assistance of the 3D reconstruction/printing models. 
The mean procedural duration was 11 (±4.6) minutes  
(Figure 5). 

Surgical and pathological results are summarized in  
Table 2. Two pGGNs were not found (one in the right 
upper lobe, measuring 4.2 mm in the largest dimension; and 
the other, in the right lower lobe, measuring 5.8 mm in the 

largest dimension) (Figure 6). 

Discussion

Multiple primary lung cancer is a common and complex 
type of lung cancer. Due to the substantial variability of 
tumor characteristics and the combination of different 
sites of lung cancer, the characteristics of these tumors are 
highly complex, which greatly increases the difficulty of 
prognostic research of multiple primary lung cancer (8). In 
the 8th edition of the TNM staging classification for lung 
cancer, the Staging and Prognostic Factors Committee 
(SPFC) of the AJCC divides multiple pulmonary sites of 
lung cancer into the following 4 patterns: second primary 
lung cancers; multiple lung cancer nodules with prominent 
ground glass or lepidic (GG/L) features; lung cancer that is 
radiologically similar to pneumonia (i.e., pneumonic type); 
and intrapulmonary metastasis (9). With the popularization 
of CT screening, patients with multiple nodules of less 

43 Eligible for inclusion

42 patients met the Inclusion criteria for the 

first (pre-operative) registration 

40 patients met the Inclusion criteria for the 

secondary (intra-operative) registration

Localizing nodules in resected specimens

40 patients analyzed

1 excluded because he declined to 

participate

2 excluded because they 

underwent wedge resection 

Figure 4 Flowchart of the study participants. 
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than 1 cm are being diagnosed with increasing frequency. 
Sometimes, the lesions of a patient may contain both 
intrapulmonary metastasis and heterogeneous multiple 
primary lung cancer nodules. Thus, reliable methods to 
locate all nodules in resected specimens are urgently needed 
by surgeons and pathologists.

To date, various localization methods have been reported, 
including preoperative and intraoperative radio-guided 
detection, intraoperative ultrasound, and electromagnetic 
navigation (10-12). Preoperative CT-guided percutaneous 
fine-needle localization is an invasive operation, which may 
cause hemorrhage, pneumothorax, tumor translocation, 
and other complications (13). Moreover, not all cases are 
suitable for this method due to the position of lesions. 
Intraoperative ultrasound and electromagnetic navigation 
require the operator to be experienced and proficient 
in endoscopic devices. Besides, some special medical 
equipment is needed. Li et al. reported that CT-guided 
location of lesions in surgical specimens using fine needles 
under constant, moderate mechanical aeration allows for the 
rapid and accurate localization of lesions (14). However, this 
method has considerable limitations and its popularization 
in clinical practice is challenging. The success of their 
approach is highly dependent on the airway integrity of the 
surgical specimens. Thus, it requires inflatable aerator and 
CT scanner. The fact that the precise locations of multiple 
nodules are not usually indicated clearly in the pathological 
report greatly hinders retrospective studies of multiple 
primary lung cancer that are yet to be carried out, and this 

Table 1 Patient characteristics

Variables Values

Sex, n (%) 40

Female 31 (77.5)

Male 9 (22.5)

Age (year), mean ± SD 53.5±8.5

Diameter (mm), mean ± SD† 9.8±4.2

Distance from pleura, mm (IQR) 8.2 (4.8, 11)

No. of lesions on CT, n (%) 126

pGGN 98 (77.8)

PSN 18 (14.3)

Pure solid nodule 10 (7.9)

Nodule location, n (%) 126

RUL 52 (41.3)

RML 12 (9.5)

RLL 24 (19)

LUL 11 (8.7)

LLL 27 (21.4)
†, diameter, the largest dimension of the invasive component 
was measured for T category according to the 8th edition TNM 
staging. SD, standard deviation; IQR, interquartile range; mm, 
millimeter; pGGN, pure ground-glass nodule; PSN, partial 
solid nodule; AAH, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia; AIS, 
adenocarcinoma in situ; MIS, microinvasive adenocarcinoma; 
RUL, right upper lobe; RML, right middle lobe; RLL, right lower 
lobe; LUL, left upper lobe; LLL, left lower lobe. 

Figure 5 Procedural duration of each cases. The red dotted line indicates the mean time.
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is deserving of more attention. Therefore, reference to the 
imaging information of each nodule is of great significance 
to improving the accuracy of pathological sampling and 
diagnosis.

If the nodules are not peripheral pulmonary lesions, 
then determining the pathological location of most GGNs 
in resected specimens is difficult. Moreover, it is harder to 
accurately identify the positions of these GGNs when they 
are located in the same lobe or segment, especially if they 

are adjacent to each other. At worst, the thoracic surgeon 
may be unable to find the nodule in the resected specimen, 
and serial sectioning of the whole specimen may be required 
to check for possible lesions. This scenario is a drain on 
time, and might even affect the scope of a given operation, 
pathological diagnosis, or the subsequent treatment strategy 
of the patient (15). With the auxiliary of 3D reconstruction/
printing, we successfully located lesions in the resected 
specimens of all  40 cases. The important guiding 
significance of this method in the pathological location 
of multiple pulmonary nodules in resected specimens can 
be summarized as follows: (I) 3D reconstruction/printing 
models can improve the positive rate of pathological 
sampling of multiple pulmonary nodules; (II) through 3D 
reconstruction, the description of the position of nodules is 
more accurate and comprehensive than that in pathological 
reports; (III) 3D reconstruction/printing models can 
be used as a well-tried intermediate tool to match CT 
imaging features with the pathological features of multiple 
pulmonary nodules; (IV) 3D reconstruction/printing 
models can aid pathologists in gaining an understanding 
the characteristics of lesions in their entirety. The possible 
reasons why 2 of the pGGNs in this study could not be 
located is that the nodules were too small to be found in 
their respective specimens. However, given they were 
secondary lesions and lobectomy was performed for main 
foci, the failure to locate them did not affect the patients’ 
subsequent diagnosis and treatment.

It cannot be denied that there are still some limitations 
to this study. First of all, 3D reconstruction/printing is 
not suitable for wedge resection specimens, as they lack 
anatomical landmarks. Secondly, considering the expense of 
3D printing model, further study should be implemented to 
evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 3D printing model.

Figure 6 Two nodules were not found in surgical specimens (shown via yellow arrows). (A) A pure ground glass nodule in the right upper 
lobe; (B) a pure ground glass nodule in the right lower lobe.

Table 2 Pathological and surgical outcomes

Variables Values

Pathological finding

No. of detected lesions, n (%) 124

AAH 11 (8.9)

AIS 47 (37.9)

MIS 25 (20.2)

Squamous cell carcinoma 4 (3.2)

Adenocarcinoma 32 (25.8)

Benign 5 (4.0)

Lymph node, n (%)

Positive 1 (2.5)

Negative 39 (97.5)

Procedural duration (min), mean ± SD 11±4.6

Type of surgery, n (%)

Segmentectomy 27 (67.5)

Lobectomy or with segmentectomy 13 (32.5)

AAH, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia; AIS, adenocarcinoma in 
situ; MIA, microinvasive adenocarcinoma; SD, standard deviation. 
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Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed that locating multiple nodules in 
resected specimens with the auxiliary of 3D reconstruction 
has the success rate of 98%. This method represents novel 
progress in pathological sampling of multifocal pulmonary 
nodules and may have widespread availability. Furthermore, 
the excellent agreement between the pathological results 
of the samples and their CT images will provide assistance 
for future studies on the pathological characteristics and 
radiomics of multiple primary lung tumors. 
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